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Introduction
The Eagle Lake Dam is an iconic part of Morehead State’s campus. It can be seen from
much of campus and serves as one of the best views around. It is also the single most
important structure on campus. A significant percentage of the campus would be
damaged or impaired, as well as many people would be endangered if the dam failed.
Hence, I am starting a multi-person and multi-year initiative to monitor Eagle Lake
Dam using UAV and remote sensing technology. I hope to have teams make annual 3D
models of Eagle Lake Dam over the next several years to monitor changes.
This poster documents my method for doing this, so that others can do the same and
compare their found data to my own. I also showcase several different ways to use
this technology to create useful products and motivate others to learn about this
cutting-edge technology.
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This is an example of a quick
run of a point cloud in step 8.

A full spectrum image of Eagle
Lake Dam taken with a drone.

Methods
1. Select a location to map.
- Identify obstacles that pose a danger to the drone, (e.g., trees, power lines) and
potential dangers such as pedestrians or busy roads that violate FFA guidelines.
- Review mission area and identify and/or place easy-to-see targets especially in areas
with potential problems such as water, sparsely covered trees, or places where something
may move between pictures.
- Identify places of concern and mentally note them to watch the drone closely when in
those areas.
2. Check the weather (e.g., precipitation, excessive wind).
3. Check equipment.
- Make sure batteries are charged: Controller, tablet, and camera.
- Check camera is correctly connected to the GPS and has the correct settings. Configure
camera for appropriate photo rate.
- Install the batteries, attach the camera to the gimbal and make sure it turns on, secure
external wires. Attach propellers according to colors indicated on the end of the motor
rod.
- Calibrate drone if necessary
- Connected to the tablet and the remote.
- Set the drone on launch pad. Something wide and flat and away from obstructions.

4. Programming the flight path: Use mission planning software to determine flight path.
- Load app and make sure satellite data is cached for the mission area.
- Use the mission editor to outline the survey area.
- Select camera type and set side-lap, over-lap, and height according to the needs of the
final product.
- Adjust flight angle to the most even flight lengths as possible.
- Set flight elevation according to photographic needs, launch location, and area obstacles.
- Enable survey plan and upload mission to drone. This sets the flight waypoints.
- Doublecheck mission altitudes and other flight characteristics.
- Check connection to drone and repeat flight plan.
5. Capturing Imagery
- Once you are confident in your site, equipment, and programmed flight you can take off.
- Start the camera taking pictures.
- Click the “Arm” button, and then the “Auto” button, this will start the drone’s automated
flight.
- Keep a close eye on the flight path continually check for hazards like, pedestrians, cars, or
wildlife.
- After mission completion use the controller to take control and land the drone yourself.
- Stop the camera from taking pictures and pack up.
6. Image Selection
- Download images from the camera and place them in a dedicated folder. Create a backup
in case images are damaged in processing.
- Remove extra images such as takeoff and landing, as well as images that are blurry or at
weird angles.
- Create a project in the photogrammetric software (e.g., Pix4DMapper)
- Add selected images to the project.
- Check the elevation data of all images to catch errors. Adjust as necessary.
7. Processing: Initial Processing
- Check photo alignment and overlap. Remove problem images prior to further processing.
- Run the initial processing to check for errors, image clusters, and ensure accurate image
calibration.
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An example of the Initial
Processing in Step 7

8. Processing: Point Cloud
- Generate a dense point cloud once the initial processing results are clean. Run it at the
lowest resolution as a quick check. Further processing can take minutes, hours, or days.
- If it runs perfectly, all images are aligned on the same axis, all images were calibrated,
and the sparse point cloud has a consistent surface then re-run Point Cloud and Mesh step
at the highest resolution. If there are any problems, however, you fall into the majority.
- To improve image alignment insert manual tie points. Find control points or easily
distinguished ground features and start creating ties among overlapping images. Do this for
15-20 images at several locations. Check uncalibrated images and see if any can be
included with ties to improve calibration.
- After each manual tie point click the “rematch and reoptimize” button see if the problems
are fixed. If not, continue adding manual tie points as necessary.
9. Processing: Mesh
- Once you have a finished dense point cloud that has passed the second processing
step refining for a mesh can begin. If for your specific application a mesh is not needed
this step can be skipped.
- Go through the densified cloud and select points using the “edit densified point cloud”
button. Make sure to classify the points as disabled.
- Selecting points is done with a lasso type function to select and unselect points. After
a cluster of points is selected and are ready to be classified as disabled select assign.
You can see the progress being made by unchecking the disabled points classification in
the densified point cloud menu to the left.
10. Exporting
- In processing options, select the file types and desired end products to be exported.
Contour Map
Product

Mesh product as
described in step 9

A screenshot from the Tower
App used in step 4
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All gear used to
operate the drone
Camera:

2
1

MAPIR Survey3W

Footprint: 73.6 m x 55.2
Longitudinal: 8.3 m
Area: 11558.3 m 2
Pictures: 220

3

m

GSD: 33.8 mm'
Lateral: 7 .4 m
Grid Length: 1. \
Number of Stri1

~ Start cam era before first waypoint

~ Lock copter orientatio n

5

Hatch angle:
158°

4

6

159°

160°

Densified Point Cloud
Product

Flight Altitude:
39.0m 40.0m 41.0m

Overlap:
84%

1. Carrying Case
4. Solo Remote

2. Solo Drone
5. Mapir Camera and GPS

3. Extra Batteries
6.Tablet

'

85 %

86%

90 o/o

91 %

Sidelap
89%

Conclusion

This technology has a lot of applications from making 3D models to help survey land, to
calculating how natural processes can affect an area, or to make realistic terrain for video
games. This process is an entry to many other amazing technologies that are just starting to
be explored. This is the future of digitizing our real world to help us understand better what we
really have.

